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the Rolling Stones have survived
Rolling Stones FAQ Gary J.

dalliances with the devil, drug

Jucha 2019-11-22 Cleverly

busts, and the death of founding

marketed by their original

member Brian Jones to become

manager as the bad boys of rock,

the world’s longest-running rock
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and roll band. Led by partners-in-

Encyclopedia of Popular Culture

crime Mick Jagger and Keith

looks at American society

Richards, the Rolling Stones have

through the prism of its favorite

had No. 1 hits, released classic

pastime, discussing not only the

albums, broken box office records,

game itself but a variety of topics

and literally changed the world.

with significance beyond the

All too often, however, books on

diamond. Its 269 entries, which

the Rolling Stones glimmer with

vary in length from two

gossip instead of shimmering

hundred to twenty-five hundred

with facts about the band’s music.

words, explore the game?s

The Rolling Stones FAQ presents

intersection with race, gender,

these musical facts in a fast-

art, drug abuse, entertainment,

moving, fan-friendly read. The

business, gambling, movies, and

five incarnations of the Rolling

the shift from rural to urban

Stones are highlighted with in-

society. ø Filled with larger-than-

depth explorations of the band's

life characters, baseball legends,

hit records, albums, films, and

sports facts and firsts, important

tours. The band's story is told not

milestones, and observations

only through the biographies of

about daily life and popular

the eight men to each be called a

culture, this encyclopedia is not

Rolling Stone, but also through

only an excellent reference

the stories of session men,

source but also an enjoyable book

producers, managers, artists,

to browse.

girlfriends, and wives who have

The Pittsburgh Pirates All-Time

contributed to the enduring, yet

All-Stars David Finoli 2020-03-01

controversial, success of the

Let’s say you’re the manager of

Rolling Stones.

the Pittsburgh Pirates, deciding

Baseball Edward J. Rielly

which players should start in

2005-01-01 Baseball: An

Game 7 of the World Series
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against the American League

also an alcoholic who overcame

champs. But instead of choosing

his demons and became one of

from the current roster, you

the first players to make the

have every player in the team’s

transition to the announcer’s

131-year history in your

booth. His teammates and

clubhouse. Who’s your starting

managers were among the all-

pitcher: lefty John Candelaria,

time greats, but he’ll always be

steady Bert Blyleven, Cy Young

associated with his friend Babe

winner Doug Drabek, or crafty

Ruth. He was there when Ruth

Rip Sewell? Who bats

hit 29 homers for a new record

cleanup—hitting-machine Honus

in 1919; when Ruth hit his 60th

Wagner, home-run champ Ralph

in 1927; when the Babe hit his

Kiner, Willie “Pops” Stargell, or

714th, and last, home run; he was

the hugely talented Barry

even a pallbearer at Ruth’s

Bonds? Combining career stats,

funeral. His career on the mound

common sense, and a host of

and as the Cincinnati Reds

intangibles, veteran sportswriter

announcer lasted from 1915 to

Dave Finoli imagines an

1965, and to walk in his footsteps

embarrassment of riches and sets

is to journey through the history

the all-time All-Star Pirates

of baseball in the 20th century.

lineup for the ages.

This biography of Waite Hoyt

Waite Hoyt William A. Cook

involves many great moments in

2003-12-31 Waite Hoyt was

baseball history, and includes

much more than a baseball

some of the classic tales that Hoyt,

player. A multi-faceted,

a natural-born storyteller, would

sometimes troubled man, Hoyt

tell about his teammates. It

was a vaudevillian, a mortician, a

follows his transition from a

writer, a painter, and (of course)

career on the field to his career

a Hall of Fame pitcher. He was

behind the microphone, and his
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struggles with alcoholism that

Who's Bigger? Steven S. Skiena

almost cost him his dream of

2013-10-14 The authors use

working as a broadcaster. Later

quantitative analysis to rank the

chapters chronicle his years in

prominence of more than 1,000 of

the announcer’s booth, his

history's biggest figures, while

induction into Cooperstown, and

also discussing trends gleaned

his longtime championing of

from the rankings, as well as the

Babe Ruth as beyond compare,

computational methods used to

even as Ruth’s most prominent

determine the rankings.

records fell to Maris and Aaron.

Detroit Tigers 1984 Mark

Latino Baseball Legends Lew

Pattison The 1984 Detroit tigers

Freedman 2010 Told through

roared out of the gate, winning

profiles of the men who have

their first nine games of the

made it a reality, this is the

season and compiling an eye-

complex story of the triumphs

popping 35-5 record after the

achieved by—and challenges

campaign’s first 40 games--still

faced by—Latinos who have risen

the best start ever for any team

to the heights of Major League

in major league history. The

Baseball. * Alphabetically

tigers led wire-to-wire in 1984,

arranged, 3000-word profiles of

becoming only the third team in

the 25 most significant figures of

the modern era of the majors to

Latin American background in

have done so. And Detroit’s

the history of baseball * 75

determination and tenacity

shorter profiles of additional Latin

resulted in a sweep of the Kansas

American baseball figures of

City Royals in the AL playoffs

importance * Photographs * A

and a five-game triumph over

comprehensive bibliography of

the San Diego Padres in the

books, newspaper articles, and

World Series. And Tigers fans

magazine reports

will tell you that the bottom of
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the eighth inning in Game Five

supposed loss of stature as the

was the first time Kirk Gibson

national game. "A Field of

hit an iconic home run in the

Questions: W.P. Kinsella comes to

Fall Classic. Detroit Tigers 1984:

Ithaca," reveals Kinsella as

What a Start! What a Finish!, an

baseball fan and baseball writer.

effort by the society of American

"'You don't play the angles,

Baseball research’s BioProject

you're a sap': John Sayles, Eliot

Committee, brings together

Asinof, Baseball Labor, and

biographical profiles of every

Chicago in 1919" examines Sayles'

Tiger from that magical season,

Eight Men Out in the context of

plus those of field management,

both Asinof's historical account of

top executives, the broadcasters--

the fix and Sayles' earlier and

even venerable Tiger Stadium

openly labor-oriented film

and the city itself.

Maetwan. "Is Baseball an

Baseball/Literature/Culture Peter

American Religion?" considers

Carino 2004-03-19 Since 1995, the

three codified, sociological

Indiana State University

definitions of religion and

Conference on Baseball in

demonstrates that to claim

Literature and American Culture

baseball is an American religion

has provided a venue for scholars

requires more than just a strong

to present their research on

attraction to the game. "Baseball

baseball as literary subject matter

Immortals: Character and

and cultural institution. Nineteen

Performance On and Off the

essays presented at the 2002 and

Field" analyzes how character

2003 ISU conferences are

and performance impact fan and

published in this work. The

media perceptions as well as in

essays demonstrate that baseball

terms of a player's candidacy for

continues to engage scholars like

the Hall of Fame. These are just a

no other sport, despite the game's

few of the essays, which cover a
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broad range of topics and take a

ending series, and the

variety of approaches to those

championship, the city was

topics.

gripped by a pennant fever that

ÒThe Greatest Game Ever

shut down the commercial

Played in DixieÓ John A.

district. Nearly 13,000 people

Simpson 2007-06-21 In 1908

thronged the Nashville ballpark,

baseball was the only game that

Sulphur Dell, for the third and

mattered in the South. With no

deciding contest. What they saw

major league team in the region,

was described by Rice as “the

rivalries between Southern

greatest game ever played in

Association cities such as Atlanta,

Dixie.”

Birmingham, Memphis, and

Tinker, Evers, and Chance Gil

New Orleans were heated. This

Bogen 2003-10-30 Though they

season, however, no city was as

never led the league in double

baseball-crazed as Nashville,

plays turned, and though at times

whose Vols had been league

they actively disliked one

doormat in 1907. After an

another, Joe Tinker, Johnny

unpromising start, the Nashville

Evers, and Frank Chance of the

club clawed its way into

Chicago Cubs have for decades

contention during the month of

been called one of the greatest,

July, rising into the upper

most colorful and most

division, then into a battle for

memorable double-play

first. Local interest intensified, as

combinations of all time. But

the competitive fire of Nashville

their places in the Hall of Fame

fans was stoked by sharp-tongued

have been disputed by some who

columnist Grantland Rice and the

believe their reputation rests

city’s three daily newspapers. By

with a piece of Franklin P.

the time the Vols met the New

Adams doggerel. This triple

Orleans Pelicans for a season-

biography of Tinker, Evers, and
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Chance covers each man's career

a curveball curve? What is a ?can

and life before and after baseball,

of corn”? Why was Joe DiMaggio

giving special attention to their

called the ?Yankee Clipper”?

relationship on and off the field.

?Who wrote ?Take Me Out to

The author also considers the

the Ballgame”? How many times

trio's induction into the Hall of

did Ty Cobb steal home? In

Fame in 1946 and examines the

Baseball Miscellany, the

arguments made on both sides of

fascinating history and lore of our

the debate.

national pastime is finally

Whatever Happened To-- ? Mark

revealed! For example, the

Kearney 2006-09-30 An

reason a curveball curves is that

entertaining where-are-they-

its spin drags a layer of air across

now look at the fate of some 100

one surface of the ball faster than

celebrities, newsmakers, and

it does across the opposite surface.

artifacts from this countrys past.

A ?can of corn” is slang for an

Rumors of Baseballês Demise

easy-to-catch fly ball, the term

Robert Cull 2006-02-16

originating from a general store

"Comparing the baseball of the

clerk reaching up and dropping a

1950s to the game of today, this

can from a high shelf.

author examines the widespread

Sportswriters dubbed Joe

dissatisfaction with major league

DiMaggio the ?Yankee Clipper”

baseball, considers how modern

because he glided about the

teams differ from those of the

outfield with beauty and grace,

past, and reflects on whether

like a clipper ship on the ocean.

professional baseball remains a tr

The lyrics to ?Take Me Out to

Athens' Day in the Sun Ron

the Ballgame” were written in

Hendry 2006

1908 by vaudeville star Jack

Baseball Miscellany Matthew

Norworth, who, while riding the

Silverman 2011-03-09 Why does

subway, was inspired by a sign
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that said ?Baseball Today?Polo

needs of martial artists of all

Grounds.” And the great Ty Cobb

levels by providing them with

stole home a whopping fifty-four

information about every style of

times?fifty more than the career

self-defense in the world -

leader in total stolen bases,

including techniques and

Rickey Henderson. Packed with

strategies. In addition, Black Belt

all manner of delightful surprises,

produces and markets over 75

beautiful illustrations and

martial arts-oriented books and

photographs, and delicious

videos including many about the

nuggets of information, Baseball

works of Bruce Lee, the best-

Miscellany demystifies the

known marital arts figure in the

origins and customs of America’s

world.

most celebrated game. From

American Top 40 with Casey

spring training through the

Kasem Pete Battistini 2010 Pete

World Series, you’ll be

Battistini released "American Top

entertained with fun, little-

40 with Casey Kasem (The

known facts. Why do baseball

1970's)" in 2005. Now comes the

players wear stirrup socks? Who

follow-up, "American Top 40

invented the catcher’s mask?

with Casey Kasem (The 1980's)."

What Major League team passed

Battistini painstakingly

up on signing eighteen-year-old

documented approximately 425

Willie Mays in 1949? Settle into

weekly, Casey Kasem-hosted

your favorite armchair, grab

countdown programs from the

some peanuts or Cracker Jacks,

80s, and compiled individual

and find out!

program summaries for each

Black Belt 1988-09 The oldest and

week exclusively for this book.

most respected martial arts title

In addition, the text includes a

in the industry, this popular

complete list of all radio stations,

monthly magazine addresses the

in the U.S. and around the world,
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that carried the program.

and his leading role in the

Coupled with numerous

Emerald Age of baseball.

testimonials of both AT40 insiders

Appendices provide his major

and listeners, and more than a

league career batting record, his

hundred illustrations from the

year-by-year offensive rankings,

80s, this book is brimming with

and even lines from a poem

highlights of the greatest radio

attributed to him.

program ever

Base Ball 10 Don Jensen

Ed McKean Rich Blevins

2018-06-28 "One of the more

2014-07-25 The exemplar of the

compelling sports-related

major league slugging shortstop

publications to come along in a

before either Honus Wagner or

great while...unostentatious, solid,

Lou Boudreau, Ed McKean spent

and a great read"—Library

a dozen seasons as a high-profile

Journal "The journal both

contributor to the Cleveland

embodies recent trends and

Spiders, leading his team to three

provides a forum for expanding

playoff berths and the 1895

upon them. Base Ball thus

Temple Cup championship. He

represents an exciting and

played in no fewer than four of

important contribution to

the Society for American Baseball

literature on the sport. John

Research’s “100 greatest games of

Thorn, a respected historian of

the 19th century.” This first

early baseball history, is the

McKean biography returns the

journal's editor and Base Ball has

charismatic Irishman to the

a first-rate editorial board and, as

spotlight, recounting his efforts to

a result, already appears poised to

reimagine himself as one of

be among the finest journals

Cleveland’s original sports heroes,

dedicated to the history of

his struggle to win a significant

sports"—Arete "Never comes up

place in fin de siècle America,

short in the quality of its content.
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In addition to the fine research

began charging a 25-cent

articles there is a valuable section

admission price; the prejudice

of book reviews, mostly

that greeted Japan's Waseda

dedicated to books pertaining to

University team during its

19th century

American tour in 1905; the

baseball"—Nineteenth Century

Addie Joss benefit game and its

Notes "An exciting and important

place in baseball lore; the 1867

contribution to literature on the

western tour of the National Base

sport...seeks to chronicle, analyze,

Ball Club; and entrenched ideas

and expand our understanding of

about class and early baseball,

the game during its long, and

with a focus on the supposedly

seemingly getting longer,

blue-collar Pennsylvania Base

pre-1920 phase"—Society for

Ball Club.

American Baseball Research

Ray Schalk Brian E. Cooper

Bibliography Committee

2009-10-21 This is the first book-

Newsletter Offering the best in

length biography of Hall of Fame

original research and analysis,

catcher Ray Schalk, once

Base Ball is an annually published

described as the yardstick against

book series that promotes the

which all other catchers were

study of baseball's early history,

measured. For years the top

from its protoball roots to 1920,

defender at his position, Schalk

and its rise to prominence within

was also a fiery leader on the

American popular culture. This

field, and he guided two teams to

volume, number 10, brings

the World Series. (One of those

together 14 articles on a wide

teams, however, was the 1919

range of topics, including the role

Black Sox, whose conspiracy to

of physicians in spreading early

throw the Series left Schalk with

baseball; the game's financial

a deep and abiding sense of

revolution of 1866, when teams

betrayal.) After he retired as a
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player, the Illinois native spent

you trust to tell you the changes

decades as a manager or coach on

often don?t bother to. That for

the collegiate, minor league, and

which history still mocks you,

major league levels. Schalk

would have gone unnoticed if

entered the National Baseball

you had done it a year or a

Hall of Fame in 1955.

month or a day before. That?s

A History of the Baseball Fan

who Fred Merkle is. I have often

Fred Stein 2005-07-01 "This book

proposed September 23 as a

examines the role fans have

national day of amnesty, in Fred

played in the formation of

Merkle's memory.??Keith

modern baseball and the part the

Olbermann, from his foreword.

sport has played in the lives of its

Can He Play? A Look at Baseball

devotees. The final chapter sums

Scouts and their Profession Jim

up the fan's importance to the

Sandoval 2011-11 Includes over

sport of baseball"--Provided by

100 photos. They dig through

publisher.

tons of coal to find a single

More Than Merkle David W.

diamond. They spend countless

Anderson 2003-03-01 ?I have

hours traveling miles and miles

done a report of some kind on the

on lonely back roads and way too

Fred Merkle story, whether in

much time in hotels. Their front

print, on radio, or on TV, on or

offices expect them to constantly

about its anniversary, September

pro- vide player reports and

23, virtually every year since I

updates. So much of their time is

was in college. The saga has

spent away from family and

always seemed to me to be a

friends, missing birthdays,

microcosm not just of baseball,

anniversaries, and holidays. Their

nor of celebrity, but of life. The

best friend is Rand Mc- Nally.

rules sometimes change while

Always asking the question, "Can

you?re playing the game. Those

He Play?" Such is the life of a
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professional scout. Can He Play?

M. Gay Larry Sutton, by Jim

collects the contributions of some

Sandoval Scouting Jack Doyle, by

26 members of the Society for

Neal Mackertich Charles "Pop"

American Baseball Research

Kelchner, by Ron Smiley and

(SABR) on the subject of scouts,

Jim Sandoval Charley Barrett,

including biographies and

The King of Weeds, by Jim

historical essays. The book

Sandoval Bob Quinn, Founder of

touches on more than a century

the Farm System, by Craig

of scouts and scouting with a

Lammers Charles Edward

focus on the men (and the

Chapman, Ph. D., Baseball's

occasional woman) who have

Renaissance Man, by Jim

taken on the task of scouring the

Sandoval Cy Slapnicka, by Brian

world for the best ballplayers

McKenna Roy and Bessie

available. In "Can He Play?" we

Largent, Baseball's Only Husband

meet the "King of Weeds," a

and Wife Scouting Team, by Jim

Ph.D. we call "Baseball's

Sandoval 2. FIND THEM, HIDE

Renaissance Man," a husband-

THEM, AND SIGN THEM:

and-wife team, pioneering Latin

DEVELOPMENT OF THE

scouts, and a Japanese-American

FARM SYSTEM Development

interned during World War II

of the Yankees Scouting Staff, by

who became a successful scout-

Dan Levitt Paul Krichell, by Dan

and many, many more. Table of

Levitt Bill Essick, by Dan Levitt

Contents Foreword, by Roland

Gene McCann, by Jim Sandoval

Hemond Introduction, by Jim

Joe Devine, by Dwayne Kling

Sandoval The Hall of Fame Looks

Tom Greenwade: Destined For

at Baseball Scouts, by John Odell

the Hall-Of-Fame, by Jim Kreuz

1. IVORY HUNTERS George

Signing of Tony Lazzeri, by Fred

Huff: Athletic Reformer and

Glueckstein 3. THE GOOD FACE

Speaker Discoverer, by Timothy

George Digby, interviewed by
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Ron Anderson Broadway Charlie

Looks at Scouting, by Bill Nowlin

Wagner, by Bill Nowlin Edith

Sam Hairston, by Rory Costello

Houghton, by Shawn Selby Ed

Jesse Flores, From Picking in the

Scott, interviewed by Ron

Fields to Picking Prospects, by

Anderson Al LaMacchia, by Dave

Jim Sandoval Gene Bennett, by

King Dario Lodigiani, by Irwin

Robert Sawyer Bob Zuk, by John

Herlihy 4. THE PLAYERS

Klima "Don't Get Too Domestic

SPEAK A Player's View of

Out There" The Baseball Life and

Scouts in the 1950s, by Dave

Insights of Herb Stein, by Lee

Baldwin Johnny Pesky, on

Lowenfish George "Hats"

signing with the Red Sox, by Bill

Omachi, by Bill Nowlin 7.

Nowlin "Waiting for the Call" -

CROSS CHECKING National

Fernando Perez, interviewed by

Cross Checking, by Gib Bodet

Bill Nowlin 5. BASEBALL GOES

Topps Scouts Cards 8. ADVANCE

INTERNATIONAL Joe Cambria,

SCOUTING Every Game is a

by Brian McKenna Alex

Road Game / Dana Levangie, by

Pompez: From the Rackets to

Bill Nowlin Deacon Jones: The

Respectability; A Hall of Fame

26th Man on the Team, by Bill

Scout, by Brian McKenna Howie

Nowlin History of the Scout of

Haak, by Jim Sandoval and Rory

the Year Program 9. SIGNING

Costello Epy Guerrero, Super

SCOUTS OF THE HALL OF

Scout, by Jim Sandoval Bill Clark,

FAMERS 10. SCOUTING

Baseball's Leonardo Da Vinci, by

SCHEDULES Amateur Scout

Bill Nowlin 6. THE DRAFT

schedule, by Damon Iannelli /

ERA Major League Scouting

Southeast scouting supervisor,

Bureau An Intern's Perspective

Colorado Rockies Pro Scout

on the Draft, by Ben Jedlovec

schedule, by Leon Wurth /

Lou Gorman: "You Don't Win

Milwaukee Brewers Baseball

Without Good Scouts" / A GM

Scouts in the Movies, by Rob
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Edelman

encyclopedic knowledge of

Baseball's All-Time Best Hitters

baseball. He has wondered how

Michael J. Schell 2013-12-03

to rank hitters since he was a boy

Tony Gwynn is the greatest

growing up as a passionate

hitter in the history of baseball.

Cincinnati Reds fan. Over the

That's the conclusion of this

years, he has analyzed the most

engaging and provocative

important factors, including the

analysis of baseball's all-time best

relative difficulty of hitting in

hitters. Michael Schell challenges

different ballparks, the length of

the traditional list of all-time

hitters' careers, the talent pool

hitters, which places Ty Cobb

that players are drawn from, and

first, Gwynn 16th, and includes

changes in the game that raised

just 8 players whose prime came

or lowered major-league batting

after 1960. Schell argues that the

averages (the introduction of the

raw batting averages used as the

designated hitter and changes in

list's basis should be adjusted to

the height and location of the

take into account that hitters

pitcher's mound, for example).

played in different eras, with

Schell's study finally levels the

different rules, and in different

playing field, giving new credit

ballparks. He makes those

to hitters who played in adverse

adjustments and produces a new

conditions and downgrading

list of the best 100 hitters that

others who faced fewer obstacles.

will spark debate among baseball

His final ranking of players

fans and statisticians everywhere.

differs dramatically from the

Schell combines the two

traditional list. Gwynn, for

qualifications essential for a book

example, bumps Cobb to 2nd

like this. He is a professional

place, Rod Carew rises from 28th

statistician--applying his skills to

to 3rd, Babe Ruth drops from 9th

cancer research--and he has an

to 16th, and Willie Mays comes
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from off the list to rank 13th.

others. Pairing a primer on the

Schell's list also gives relatively

applied math with an overview

more credit to modern players,

of the origin of the field and its

containing 39 whose best days

context within baseball today, the

were after 1960. Using a fun,

work provides an engaging

conversational style, the book

resource for students and

presents a feast of stories and

interested readers. It includes

statistics about players, ballparks,

coverage of relevant baseball

and teams--all arranged so that

history, Bill James and SABR,

calculations can be skipped by

broken records and steroids.

general readers but consulted by

Drawing on the author’s

statisticians eager to follow

experience teaching the subject

Schell's methods or introduce

at Seton Hall University since

their students to such basic

1988, Sabermetrics also offers

concepts as mean, histogram,

practice questions and solutions

standard deviation, p-value, and

for class use. Provides an

regression. Baseball's All-Time

accessible, brief introduction to

Best Hitters will shake up how

the practice of sabermetrics

baseball fans view the greatest

Approaches the topic in context

heroes of America's national

with recent trends and issues in

pastime.

baseball Includes questions and

Sabermetrics Gabriel B. Costa

solutions for math practice

2021-10-27 Sabermetrics: Baseball,

Whatever Happened to the Hall

Steroids, and How the Game has

of Fame Bill James 1995-04-06

Changed Over the Past Two

Arguing about the merits of

Generations offers an

players is the baseball fan's second

introduction to this increasing

favorite pastime and every year

area of interest to statisticians,

the Hall of Fame elections spark

students of the game, and many

heated controversy. In a book
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that's sure to thrill--and infuriate-

awaited breakthrough. Drawing

-countless fans, Bill James takes a

solely on freely available baseball

hard look at the Hall, probing its

statistics, Michael A. Humphreys

history, its politics and, most of

shows how to apply classic

all, its decisions.

statistical methods to estimate

Wizardry Michael Humphreys

runs saved by fielders going back

2011-03-30 The systematic

to 1893. Humphreys tests his

analysis of baseball statistics, often

results against other fielding

called "sabermetrics," has evolved

measures, including published

in recent years to resemble

ratings based on proprietary

something of a science, attracting

batted ball location data, and

fans from diverse professional and

explains their respective

educational backgrounds, all

strengths and limitations. He also

fascinated by the analysis itself

introduces a method for adjusting

and its insights into the game.

historical player ratings for

But one problem has defied

increased competition due to

solution: estimating runs saved

population growth, integration,

by fielders throughout history.

and international recruitment.

Traditional statistics include

Position by position, Humphreys

errors and plays made, but not

identifies and profiles the greatest

hits that could or should have

fielders of all time with anecdote-

been prevented. The latter can

rich essays. Sabermetrics changed

now be estimated using records

baseball and introduced a

of the location of every batted

generation to the art of statistical

ball, but the underlying data

inference. Wizardry makes the

exists only for recent seasons and

case for the most significant

has generally been withheld

changes in historical player

from the public. Now, in

valuation in decades, while

Wizardry, comes the long-

opening up new approaches for
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further exploration.

and a record setter by 30. But he

Fouled Away Clifton Blue

was also an alcoholic who was as

Parker 2010-06-28 A hundred

practiced at swinging his fists as

and ninety-one. Mention the

he was his bat. By his early 30s

number anywhere near a

his days as a full-time player

ballpark and before you can ask

were behind him, and by 48 he

who or what, fans will almost

was dead; his son refused to claim

certainly shape their lips with a

the body. This biography

single word: Wilson. They'll tell

examines the turbulent life and

you Hack Wilson, a burly, bull-

career of one of the most

necked outfielder who roamed

dominant short-stint

Wrigley Field in the 1920s and

powerhitters ever to pull on a

1930s, was the man who drove in

uniform. From Wilson's early

191 runs in 1930--more than most

career as a steelworker, through

players had hits. A few of them

his time as the beloved ballplayer

will know that in 1929, Wilson

and icon for the City of Big

racked up 159 RBI and hit 39

Shoulders to his days as a down-

home runs. Still fewer might be

on-his-luck baseball washout and

able to tell you that for the four

itinerant laborer, an unflinching

seasons 1927-1930, the slugger hit

look at this Hall of Famer is

no fewer than 30 home runs a

provided.

season and drove home no fewer

Koufax Ed Gruver 2000-01-01 A

than 120. But you are unlikely to

biography of the Cy Young

find more than a handful of fans

award winner examines the life

who know how the Cub great's

and career of the one of the

career came to an end. Or when.

greatest left-handed pitchers

Or why. The heir apparent to

ever.

Ruth's title of world-beater,

Frick* John P. Carvalho

Wilson was a star by his late 20s

2016-11-18 Ford Frick is best
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known as the baseball

State University of New York at

commissioner who put the

Oneonta and the National

“asterisk” next to Roger Maris’s

Baseball Hall of Fame and

record. But his tenure as

Museum. Capped by Roger

commissioner carried the game

Kahn's essay on the rise and fall

through pivotal

of great baseball prose, this

changes—television, continued

Symposium plumbed such topics

integration, West Coast expansion

as baseball in the classroom, the

and labor unrest. During those 14

national pastime and American

years, and 17 more as National

Christianity, corporate

League president, he witnessed

encroachment, and the difficult

baseball history from the

course pursued by a Negro

perspective of a man who began

League team owner who also

as a sportswriter. This biography

happened to be white and

of Frick, whose tenure sparked

female. These essays, divided into

lively debate about the

sections titled "Baseball and

commissioner’s role, provides a

Culture," "Baseball as History,"

detailed narrative of his career

"The Business of Baseball" and

and the events and characters of

"Race, Gender and Ethnicity in

mid–20th century baseball.

the National Pastime," cut

The Cooperstown Symposium on

through the quick and easy

Baseball and American Culture,

judgments of the media and offer

2000 William M. Simons

instead the longer, more

2001-05-01 This is an anthology

informed view of scholars and

of 19 papers that were presented

researchers.

at the Twelfth Cooperstown

The Pittsburgh Pirates

Symposium on Baseball and

Encyclopedia David Finoli 2003

American Culture, held June 7-9,

All Bat, No Glove G. Richard

2000 and co-sponsored by the

McKelvey 2004-09-15 The basic
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elements of baseball remain

leagues.

essentially the same as they were

Pete Rose Kostya Kennedy

when the first professional game

2014-03-11 Best-selling author

was played in the 1870s. Changes

Kostya Kennedy delivers

in this sport--when they come--

evocative answers in his

come slowly. In 1973, one of

fascinating reexamination of Pete

baseball's most drastic changes

Rose’s life; from his cocky and

was legislated: American League

charismatic early years through

owners voted to add one player

his storied playing career to his

to the traditional nine-man line-

bitter war against baseball’s

up, creating a "10-man game" in

hierarchy to the man we find

which a designated hitter (or

today—still incorrigible, still

DH) had a regular spot in the

adored by many. Where has his

batting order, and he or a

improbable saga landed him in

replacement for him batted for

the redefined, post-steroid world?

his club's pitcher(s) throughout

Do we feel any differently about

the game. This change to baseball

Pete Rose today? Should we?

rules was approved in the hopes

Class at Bat, Gender on Deck and

that DH's would provide a spark

Race in the Hole Ron Briley

for the AL's sagging offenses; an

2017-01-06 Nineteen essays by

explosion in hits, homers and

Briley focus on major league

runs would draw more people to

baseball as it reflected the

their ballparks and enable their

changing American culture from

clubs to surpass the National

about 1945 to about 1980. He

League in the annual attendance

examines the era through the

race. This work offers a

lens of race, gender and

fascinating exploration of the

class—categories which have

history and place of the

increasingly become essential

designated hitter in the major

analytical tools for scholars. The
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accounts of Roman Mejias and

Before They Were the Bombers

Cesar Cedeno offer some

Jim Reisler 2015-09-17 Many

disturbing insights regarding the

histories of the New York

acceptance of Latinos in baseball

Yankees only skim the early

and American society. In one

years in their rush to pick up

essay, Briley refers to baseball as

with the 1919 season when Babe

the heart of the nation's

Ruth joined the team and go on

democratic spirit, noting that the

to celebrate the careers of Lou

son of a rural farmer could play

Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, Mickey

alongside a governor’s son and

Mantle, and Whitey Ford, and

both would receive only the

the team's World Series titles.

praise that their playing merited.

But what about the Yankees

However, in writing about the

before these big names? The

Milwaukee Braves’move to

early Yankees, who spent their

Atlanta, the lamentations of

first 12 years known as the

fans—that baseball had succumbed

Highlanders and were

to the age of affluence—are

occasionally known as the

compared to the changing

Americans and the Invaders, get

patterns of demographics and

the attention they deserve in this

economic power in American

work. It tells the story up until

society. Even with the increased

the sale of the Yankees in

participation of women on the

December 1914, beginning with

field with teams like the Silver

1903 when the team was formed

Bullets, the final essay comments

from the remnants of the

on organized baseball’s perception

Baltimore Orioles. Led by future

of them as primarily spectators.

Hall of Famers "Wee" Willie

Instructors considering this book

Keeler, Jack Chesbro, and Clark

for use in a course may request

Griffith, they were the most

an examination copy here.

expensive major league team
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ever assembled--but they are

diligently ranks the Steel City

remembered primarily for their

icons based on statistics, awards,

terrible failures, which included

achievements, and postseason

losing a club-low 103 games in

success. Each entry includes

1908 and finishing 55 games out

biographical information,

of first place in 1912. Yes, the

accomplishments, and recaps of

Yankees.

the player’s greatest moments. In

The 50 Greatest Players in

addition to stories of glory on the

Pittsburgh Pirates History David

field, Finoli also shares important

Finoli 2016-03-10 The Pittsburgh

events that took place away from

Pirates have a vast and celebrated

the diamond, such as Roberto

history dating back to 1887,

Clemente personally bringing

winning five World

supplies to earthquake-ravaged

Championships and nine National

Nicaragua, a selfless act that led to

League pennants since their

his tragic death. Two concluding

inception. Many baseball legends

chapters cover the ten Pirates

have called Pittsburgh home,

who almost made the cut and the

including Hall of Famers Honus

players who went on to greatness

Wagner, Roberto Clemente, Paul

after leaving the Pittsburgh

Waner, and Arky Vaughan.

organization. More than 25

Although the Pirates have had

photographs throughout the book

their fair share of losing seasons,

enhance the rankings of these

recent postseason appearances

Pittsburgh legends. Sure to

have brought life back into this

inspire debate and controversy

storied franchise. The 50 Greatest

among Pirate fans old and new,

Players in Pittsburgh Pirates

The 50 Greatest Players in

History celebrates the best to

Pittsburgh Pirates History is an

ever wear a Pirate uniform.

engaging look at the many

David Finoli carefully and

players who have been a part of
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the franchise’s long and

over, along with reasons why

memorable history.

they may have been excluded. A

Negro Leaguers and the Hall of

proposal is set forth for a

Fame Steven R. Greenes

consistent and orderly HOF

2020-09-01 Since 1971, 35 Negro

voting process for the Negro

League baseball players and

Leagues.

executives have been admitted to

For the Good of the Country

the Hall of Fame. The Negro

David Finoli 2015-09-11 Like

League Hall of Fame admissions

virtually every other aspect of

process, which has now been

American life, baseball was

conducted in four phases over a

affected by World War II. Many

50-year period, can be

of its players left the playing

characterized as idiosyncratic at

field for the battlefield, but the

best. Drawing on baseball

game continued, played by those

analytics and surveys of both

who stayed behind. Wartime

Negro League historians and

baseball entertained a nation in

veterans, this book presents an

desperate need of a diversion and

historical overview of NLHOF

a morale boost in a time of crisis.

voting, with an evaluation of

This book studies baseball during

whether the 35 NL players

World War II, with both a

selected were the best choices.

statistical analysis of the game and

Using modern metrics such as

stories of its players--those who

Wins Above Replacement

went to war and those who did

(WAR), 24 additional Negro

not. It provides recaps for each

Leaguers are identified who

season between 1942 and 1945,

have Hall of Fame qualifications.

and season-by-season recaps and

Brief biographies are included for

highlights for each team. Starting

HOF-quality players and

lineups of the war years are

executives who have been passed

compared to the starting lineups
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of 1941 (the last year of

2015-08-26 In the world of sports,

peacetime baseball) to show how

Iowa is probably best known for

dramatically the war changed the

wrestling but the state has also

game. A list of players who went

produced more than 200 major

to war is provided, along with a

league baseball players. Sixteen of

list of players who replaced them

them are profiled here, including

on the roster if they were

six Hall of Famers, the game’s

starters or starting pitchers. Brief

brightest star of the 19th century,

statistical sketches of players who

an American League batting

went to the war discuss their

champion, the only pitcher to

play before and after and how

lead the National League in

they were replaced. Other lists

strikeouts seven years in a row,

include wartime players who lost

the only catcher to catch two

their starting jobs in 1946; minor

back-to-back no-hitters and one of

league players who died in the

the most dominant pitchers in

war; and Negro League players

American League history. They

who were drafted.

made their presence felt off the

Ahead of the Curve Brian Kenny

field, too. One helped fortify the

2017-07-04 MLB Network host

game’s racial barriers. One helped

and commentator Brian Kenny

tear them down. One invented

uses stories from baseball's

devices that changed the game.

present and past to examine why

Two wrote instructional books on

we sometimes choose ignorance

baseball. One became famous so

over information, and how

young that he graced the cover

tradition can trump logic, even

of national magazines before

when directly contradicted by

graduating from high school.

evidence.

Each has a compelling story,

Iowa Baseball Greats Don Doxsie

some interwoven with the
game’s greatest moments.
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